What is Remote Guarding?
Remote guarding is a guard replacement solution. It was created to overcome the frustrations with on-site guards. “.... Drawing from my past experience, full-time guards on-site are ineffective at securing a site...... Radius already has the infrastructure of an alarm company. The Rosie (Remote Guarding) technology was developed with construction sites in mind... ” (Jackson Jue- Ast.Project Manager - Icon West)
Remote Guarding is designed to:
* Prevent future crime
* Apprehend criminals
* Reduce theft & loss of assets
* Eliminate false alarms
* Avoid production downtime
* Avoid insurance claims
* Provide faster police response
* View site 24/7 on your smartphone

Reduce your security costs by a minimum of 40%
Remote Guarding is the most effective security solution for construction developers looking to protect their outdoor assets.

It protects against:
* Site break-ins
* Site vandalism
* Employee theft
* Metals - copperwire theft
* Damage to construction equipment

Call now for a Free Consultation
604-232-2405